
"SCEPfRES" OF THE BRONZE AGE DISCOVERED 
WITIIIN THE MOSTISTEA VALLEY 

by DONE SERBANESCU 

During the last quarter of the century archaeological research in our country bas been 
higbligbting a certain category of polished stone objects certainly belonging to the Coslogeni 
Culture named sceptres1 or bludgeon-sceptres'-. In some conditions these objects are seen as 
symbols of the social power. 

Lately through the collections of the Archaeological Museum from Oltenita three pieces 
of this type have been received. Two of them namely the sceptre from Coţofana village, 
Gurbăneşti and the sceptre from Vlădiceasca village, the Argova Valle:y are known. 

The piece from Vlădiceasca was pointed out and illustrated in 1978" and in the same year 
the piece from Vlădiceasca and the other one from Coţofana were mentioned and illustrated 
by Sebastian Morintz4. Many years ago archaeological diggin� discovered the third piece in 
Vlădiceasca village the Argova Valley on an island in the middle of the Frăsinet Lake, named 
Ostro..? by natives. · ·  

Since the first two pieces have not been descn'bed and the third one is quite brand new, it 
is important to take advantage of this opportunity to depict the technical data. 

The piece from Coţofana, Gurbănesti was pven the archaeological staff who used to take 
diggin� for salvation in the Mostiştea Valley" by the headmistres of the local school in 1974 
in order to be exbibited at the Archaeological Museum from Olteniţa. 

Thesceptre was accidentally discovered at the surface of the ground on the left bank of the 
Mostistea in the south of the village. In the neigbbourhood of the place where the discovery 
was made there is an extensive settlement which is a type of stone with bigg strength coeficient, 
green-pigmented coloured and wholly polished the sceptre bas a long tronconical body which 
ends with a buttoned prominence (PLI/1). 

Characteristics: heigbt = 23 cm, base diametre = 7,2 cm, maximum diametre = 7,7 cm, 
diametre of the buttoned end = Sem. 

From the typol�cal point of view the piece from Coţofana looks like those sceptres 
discovered at Parcheş9, Băieşti-Aldeni10, Vmători11, and Ţepu12 and it is ofthe same category 
with the third type in the classification made by Eugen Sava from Kishineyll, 

The piece from Vlădiceasca, the Argova Valley was bought by the Museum from Olteniţa 
in 1974. This piece was discovered by chance on the terrace from the neigbbourhood of Ostrov 
which was mentioned above. Both at Ostrov and on the opposite bank of the Frăsinet Lake in 
the southern edge of Captain's Valley Village there is abundence of traces of the Coslogeni 
Culture14• Carved in andezyt that is a type of stone with variable strength, grey-green coloured 
and pigmented by pieces of crystallized limestone, the sceptre is totally polished and it is of 
long tronconical shape. It is bounded mushroom-like shaped tip (PLI/2). 

Omad:eriilia: hcigbt = 22.4aD, base diametre = 1A aD, diametre d.tbe buttaoedmd = 6.2 an.  
From the typological point of view thetfiece is of the some share with the second type of 

the mentioned researcher's classification . 
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The tbird piece was revealed by archaeological diggings in 198216 at Ostrov which is 
situated at almost 1 km in the south of Vlădice� village, the Argova Valley. 

It was discoveredinto a domestic pit togetherwith ceramic stuffbelongingto the Coslogeni 
Culture. This piece is made of serpentynit of black colour and it is higbly polished (Pl.l/3). 
From the typological point of view it ranges within the third type. The buttoned end bas been 
diminisbed &om ancient times. On the horizontal part there is a profound incision. These 
damages are considered to occur because of the probable usage of the piese for crusbing. 

Characteristics: height = 9.7 cm, base diametre = 4,5 cm, diametre of the buttoned end 
= 3.8 cm. It is the smallest object of this type which bas been known up to now in the west of 

· the Prute. In the north of the Black Sea there were found even smaller pieces17• 
In our country there are 19 pieces of this type which have been known up to now and out 

ofwhich three pieces have been revealed by methodical diggings. Two pieces were discovered 
in archaeological comp.lexes belonging to the Coslogeni Culture. They are the fragmentat 
piece &om Dorobanţu 8 and the above mentioned piece &om Vlădiceasca Ostrov. The tbird 
piece was discovered at Capidava within a hovel &om late medieval age when it was reused19 

in all likelihood. The piece also belongs to the Coslogeni Culture in fact the only culture of 
the Late Bronze Age which bas been known up to now to have been developed within the 
territory expanded between the Danube and the sea. 

Thesceptres &om Vlădiceasca, the other one which was discovered on the terrace and that 
one &om Coţofana were attributed to the Coslogeni Culture7D and at the same time a 
resem.bling fragmentat piece which is decorated with buttons recently discovered on the bank 
of the Gălăţui Lake in the neighbourhood of Alexandru Odobescu viUage in the district of 
Călăraşi is a1so attributed to the Coslogeni Culture. The piece was accidentally discovered 
while leveling a hillock and it belongs to the collection of the Museum &om Călăraşi21 now. 

The sceptres which were discovered in Dobrudja at Măcin and Parcheş22 belong to the 
Coslogeni Culture too. The sceptres discovered at Aldeni-Buzău and Fitioneşti were at
tnbuted to the Monteoru Culture, the second stage b23 and of the nominaJization of the three 
pieces discovered at Voineşti24 is disputed because at Voineşti there are traces of the 
Monteoru Culture, the second stage b and of the Noua25 Culture too. At Davidieni village, 
T"unbucani, in the district of Neamt, a fragmentat sceptre26 was discovered by chance within 
a settlement with ash-pits belonging to the Noua-Culture. 

The fact that the piece &om Davidieni and the others &om Voinesti were attributed to the 
Noua Culture must not surprise us specially after revealing the discoveries &om Ghindeşti, 
Basarabia27• Unfortunately there is not enough data to nominaJize the sceptres which were 
discovered at Huşi28, Găiceana the district of Bacău29, Ţepu3o, V'mători31, and Galaţi32• 

The spreading of this type of sceptres is expanded over a wide area. It is limited in the east 
bythe discovery&om Curcium33 the Central Asia and in the west bythe discovery&om Ruse34 
on the right bank of the Danube. Most ofthe discoveries are gathered in between the Dnieper 
and the Mostiştea where there are 44 known pieces and all of them belong to the huge 
Noua-Sabatinovka-Coslogeni Cultural Complexwhich includes the epoch &om the end of the 
bronze age. In the west of the Mostiştea a fragmentat sceptre was discovered within the 
well-known neolithical tomb &om Ruse into a stratum of culture with archaeological deposits 
&om the middle Bronze Age up to the early hallstattian period37• From all these comments it 
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results that these pieces which are typical of the Noua-Sabatinovka- Coslogeni Cultural 
Complex spread throughout the contact zone of the neighbouring contemporary cultures. 

As regards the dating and the nomjnalization of the pieces from the cultural point of view 
there is a certain agreement in opinions38 but as regards the usage of these pieces there are 
several different points of view. The first piece shown in our country which is decorated with 
buttons and facets was presented as resembling to same pieces of the treasure from Borodino 
and to the weapons made of bronze and stone froni Butimanu, the Tei Lake and Gindesti 
because of their common button-decoration. It was considered a sceptre or a bludgeon
sceptre39 undoubtedly representing a symbol of the social power to the author. Ioan Mitrea 
considered these pieces as sceptres - symbolic signs of power- which belonged to some chiefs 
of tribes or union of tribes40• Some doubts as regards the explanation ofthe social significance 
of these pieces were expressed by Sebastian Mortintz and Irina Cios41• The archaeological 
context within the sceptres were found did not allow to the Romanian archaeologists to say 
anything about the complex usage of these pieces. The discoveries from the north of the Black 
Sea were more illustrating thus it was possible to state the usage ofthese pieces more precisely. 
Within the deposits of pieces made ofbronze discovered at Voloskoe and Novoselovka which 
were attributed to the Sebatinovka Culture there were discovered patterns for stone sceptres 
in the same place with bronze pieces. Stone patterns together with sceptres were found within 
settlements belonging of the same culture at Cikalokva and Vernhetarasovka. At Podgorovka 
a sceptre together with bronze ingots42 were discovered. 

By other discoveries these sceptres are associated to stone mortars which are small pieces 
(diametre of 8-10 cm) with a cup which is not very deep 43• Beyond the Ural Mountains on 
the bank of the Tobol within the number II hovel from Alekseevka belonging to the Andronov 
Culture there was found asceptre together with a stone mortar. Similar discoveries were made 
at the sanctuary from Kamisnoe and within the settlement belonging to the late bronze age 
from Pivdeni which is located on the west bank of the Dnieser Liman. Stone mortars and 
sceptres were found within the departament of Kurcium from the east of Kazahstan46• At 
Ghindeşti from Basarabia and also at the workshop for casting bronze from Voloşskoe there 
were found stone sceptres associated to pestles of small size 47• 

The presence of stone mortars was shown within the deposit of bronze from Kozorezovo 
and also within the settlements which were specialized on the processing bronze from 
Mosolovskoe and Usovo-ozero48• Association in these discoveries proves that both thesceptres 
and the mortars were linked from the functional point of view as regards the activity of 
producing metals. 

The analysis ofwaste which remained into those mortars showed that into those stone cups 
people used to mix up organic red ochre with small amounts of ore. The sceptres show traces 
of usage in turn or even damages sometimes at both ends because they were used to crush 
ochre and ore into stone mortars. Ali these data stress the idea that the sceptres we are talking 
about were functionally in connection with mortars since they were used as pestles for metal 
proccessing activity. Sceptres and mortars were things for worship and they were used for the 
rite which would preceede and accompany the activity of bronze smelting and casting. 

It is known the fact that in ancient times the smelter had a special ştatus. Ethnographical 
anallogies showed that ili.,e smelter used to be considered the master of fire. He used fire to 
operate on matter which changed from a status to an other. The smelting-casting activity was 
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prcceeded and accompanied by rites which implied purity, fast, meditation and worship. The 
smelter was a poet, a sorcerer and a wizară'9 at the same time while his art together with his 
tools rose him at the rank of a priest. Besides ali these, the pieces we are talking about were 
used as prestles within metallurgynamelywithin the rite which accompanied that process and 
they had a social significance at the same time since theywere were used as sceptres to stress 
the special status which the smelter had within society . 

This is also demonstrated by the special quality of the rocks, bt,the punctilions aspect and 
sometimes by the abundence and significance of their omaments . 

Since the title of sceptre given to this type of piece results from one side of its functionality 
namely the social one whichis not very accurate because it suggests that the piece was destined 
to a chief of tribes or union of tribes and not to a smelter who used to be a poet, a sorcerer 
and a wizard at the same time it is neccessary to give up this title. The title of sceptre-pestle 
which was suggested and motivated by Mr.Eugen Sava from Kishinev seems to be the 
best-fitted. The sceptre pestle embodies the profession and the social status which the smelter 
had at that time. 
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P � The Coslogeui Culture. Sceplrr!s whidl wcre discoYered on the MO&tiştea Valley (size l/2): 
1. Coţofanca. 2. Vlădiceasca terrace. 3. Vlădiceasca Ostrov. 
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P.II.The map of stone sceptres spreading in Romania: 
1. Băieş�-fd�?i; 2. Capida� 3 .. Coţof�ca; 4. ?�vidieni; 5. Dorobanţu; 6. Fitio�eş� 
7. Galaţi; 8� Gmceanca; 9. Gălăţui 1o. Huş1; 11. Macm; 12. Parcheş; 13. Ţepu; 14. Vmaton: 
15.-16. Vlădiceasca 17.-19. Voineşti. www.cimec.ro / www.mdjcalarasi.ro
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